Stuttering and fluent children: influence of syllable stress
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to verify the influence of syllable stress on the
speech disruptions of stuttering and fluent children. Participants of this study were
80 children, with ages between 4.0 and 11.11 years, who were divided in two
groups: GI – 40 children (29 male and 11 female) with the diagnosis of stuttering;
GII – 40 children, paired by age and gender with the participants of GI. The
disrupted syllables were classified as unstressed, pre-stressed and stressed. The
results indicate that syllable stress does not influence the occurrence of speech
disruptions for both groups.

Summary

Introduction

In the literature researches that try to relate stuttering to syllable stress
present divergent results.

Van Riper (1982) states that speech disruptions have a greater chance of
occurring in stressed syllables due to a failure in the coordination of certain muscle
contractions that should occur in a simultaneously fashion, synchronized with the
nucleus of the stressed syllable.

Natke et al. (2004) presented a study with 22 stuttering German children.
The results indicate that speech disruptions were more frequent in stressed
syllables.

Hubbard & Prins (1994) presented a study with 20 adults (10 stutterers and
10 fluent individuals) where they investigated the occurrence of speech disruptions
according to word familiarity and word stress pattern. The results indicate relevant
statistically significant differences only for word familiarity. The authors did not find
significant results regarding the occurrence of stuttering when related to syllable
stress.

Hubbard (1998) investigated the occurrence of speech disruptions when
related to location within the words and syllable stress. Regarding syllable stress,
the results indicate that there was no significant difference between the occurrence
of speech disruptions in unstressed and stressed syllables.

According to Wingate (1984) and Howell et al. (1999), the relationship
between stuttering and syllable stress does not seem to be an important issue for

children. According to these authors, in English, the syllabic stress is related to
word type. Functional words are generally less stressed when compared to content
words. The authors point that syllable stress does not seem to influence the
occurrence of speech disruptions in the speech of children once they present
speech disruptions mainly in functional words – less stressed.

Based on the presented literature, this study had as a purpose to verify the
influence of syllable stress in the occurrence of speech disruptions in stuttering and
fluent children. The hypothesis of the research is that the distribution of speech
disruptions will be the same for unstressed, pre-stressed and stressed syllables, in
stuttering and fluent children.

Method

Participants of this research were 80 children, aged 4.0-11.11 years, 58
male and 22 female, native speakers of the Brazilian Portuguese language, divided
in two groups: the research group (GI) consisted of 40 stuttering children (29 male
and 11 female) and the control group (GII) consisted of 40 fluent children (29 male
and 11 female).

All participants had no history of other communication disorders, hearing,
neurological, psychological, or intellectual problems.

A child was included in the research group (GI) if he/she met the following
criteria:

a) presented fluency scores off the confidence interval for the reference values
of the age group according to the Fluency Profile Assessment (Andrade,
2004);
b) received a total overall score of 11 or above (i.e., a severity equivalent of at
least “mild”) on the Stuttering Severity Instrument – 3 (SSI-3 – Riley, 1994).

A child was included in the control group (GII) if he/she met the following
criteria:

a) presented fluency scores within the confidence interval for the reference
values of the age group according to the Fluency Profile Assessment
(Andrade, 2004);
b) received a total overall score of 11 or below (i.e., a severity equivalent of at
least “mild”) on the Stuttering Severity Instrument – 3 (SSI-3 – Riley, 1994).

All participants were videotaped. Data collection sessions lasted approximately
10 minutes. Briefly, each speech sample contained the minimum of 200 fluent
syllables/100 fluent words (Andrade, 2004).

After parents signed the informed agreement protocol, a case history was
obtained, followed by a speech screening test and the recording of a selfexpressive speech sample that was elicited by a picture stimulus.

After gathering the speech samples of each participant, these were
transcribed and analyzed. Syllables that presented speech disruptions were
analyzed according to their stress (unstressed, pre-stressed or stressed).

A reliability assessment of the proposed analyses was made through the
validation of the results by two judges. The level of interjudge agreement was of
96% for judge 1 and of 92% for judge 2.

For the statistical analyses of the data, parametric (Paired T-test,
independent T-test, ANOVA and Turkey) and non-parametric tests (Friedman and
Mann-Whitney) were used, with a significance level of 5%.

Results
Table 1. Stress of disrupted syllables: intra-group analyses
unstressed

pre-stressed

stressed

P-value

T

A

SD

M

T

A

SD

M

T

A

SD

M

ANOVA

Friedman

GI

107

2.67

3.07

1.50

102

2.55

3.95

1.16

138

3.45

4.29

1.83

P=0.521

P=0.466

GII

7

0.17

0.44

0

1

0.02

0.15

0

7

0.17

0.38

0

P=0.094

P=0.092

Legend: T – total; A – average; SD – standard desviation; M – median.

Table 1 shows, despite the numerical differences, that both groups behave
in the same way. For both groups there was no statistically significant difference for
the occurrence of speech disruptions in unstressed, pre-stressed and stressed
syllables.

Discussion

The hypothesis of the study was confirmed. The distribution of speech disruptions
was the same for unstressed, pre-stressed and stressed syllables, in stuttering and
fluent children.

According to the presented results, it was observed that there was no
predominance of speech disruptions in a specific type of syllable stress. Speech
disruptions presented by stuttering children where evenly distributed in the three
possible types of syllable stress (unstressed, pre-stressed and stressed). As for the
group of fluent children, speech disruptions were evenly distributed between
unstressed and stressed syllables, observing that there was only one occurrence
of speech disruption in pre-stressed syllables. These results agree with those
presented by Wingate (1984), Hubbard & Prins (1994), Hubbard (1998) and Howell
et al. (1999).

Although the results of this study indicate that a direct influence of syllable
stress on the occurrence of speech disruptions does not exist, other findings
presented in the literature are very controversial. These controversies of results

can be explained by the diversity of the methodologies used, since a few studies
used a balanced list of words and others, as is the case of the present study, used
spontaneous speech.

Besides the diversity of the applied methodologies, the stress pattern of
languages is also very different. This compromises the comparison of results
obtained in studies carried out in different languages.
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